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Weekly Highlights 

Episode 18 - Wednesday, May 4  
The evening started by celebrating Neil’s 
birthday which was today and Ken's 
birthday which is Saturday. A fun fact, all 
the Goats call May their birthday month. 
We are also celebrating the one year 
anniversary of the release of the 

All Together Now album, a collaboration 
with 44 guest musicians. Tonight they 
played Mad World, Working Class Hero, 
Don't Think Twice, and Powderfinger which are all featured on this album. 


Ken apologized for the technical difficulties we've been having and explained, “as we have 
been expanding the show and adding new features, we have been using Band-Aids to keep 
things together, you have no idea how we have things patched, we are maxing out.” The great 
news, we have a plan in place to hopefully upgrade equipment soon. 


Tonight Sammy Kohn, drummer for the Watchmen, was the guest. This interview was pre-
recorded using Zoom for the first time. The quality was excellent and Ken was able to still add 
commentary, photos and video clips. This was one of Ken's longer interviews at 31 minutes. 


It is so interesting and informative especially around the topic of music, from the 
Beatles to The Circle Jerks. I break down this interview in the “whatta ya at?” section. 


After the interview, Ken shared funny stories about rooming with Sammy before 
introducing the guest request song All My Loving by the Beatles. First time covering 
the Beatles, well done, will be a regular! The Epiphone Emperor Swingster was the 
gear introduced this episode. Goats were eager to get downstairs to enjoy 
Newfoundland chips, dressing and gravy from local Friesen’s Smokehaus.


Episode 19 - Wednesday, May 11 
Tonight's show started with a toast drinking from a personalized labeled bottle of scotch the 
Goats received from a viewer. The guest this evening was Darryl Hurs (Indie 101/Cd Baby) and 
the gear introduced was the GK Plex. The Goats sounded exceptionally great this evening and 
I loved the setlist. Highlights for me were: Heartaches By The Numbers, starting to become a 
regular; their “Stranger” intro song, it's so toe-tapping; All My Loving by the Beatles, what 
beautiful harmonies; and the guest request song In Your Corner was touching and beautiful.


To continue our month long celebration of the All Together Now album we: gave 
away an album banner as a contest prize; showed the video for Driver Eight 
which was partnered with Al Pettman, a local freelance photographer; and they 
played Boys Don't Cry, Green Mountains And Me and Police On My Back. During 
the playing of the video Ken was messaging with viewers and at one point 
messaged “I'm having fun tonight.” We agree it was a relaxed vibe all evening!




 
Sunday Sing-Along, May 15 
A lovely Sunday afternoon being 
entertained by Ken and Neil. The 
inspiration for Sunday Singalong 
With Pastor Ken comes from his 
mom playing Charlie Pride's album 

Did You Think To Pray, which was played in the house every Sunday. This hour is all about 
listening to classic Country gospel hymns. Ken provided on screen song lyrics/charts in order 
to singalong or strum-along. Of course when he remembered to switch them! Ken went into the 
vault and played a video of singing Hallelujah with our girls from a couple of years ago.


Episode 20 - Wednesday, May 18  
Another evening with the trio entertaining us. To continue our celebration of the All Together 
Now album, the Goats played Brown Eyed Girl and Yer So Bad and at the end of the night 
showed the video for Mad World which was partnered with Newfoundland street photographer 
Marcel Levandier.

 

Tonight's guests were Andrew Younghusband and for 
her interview debut his five month old daughter Iris. 
Who is Andrew? Ken explains, “… it got to a point that I 
could not turn on the tv without seeing Andrew on one 
channel or another.” More details and photos from the 
interview coming up in the newsletter. Ken tried 
something different this evening and broke the interview 
video into two 20 minute sections. I liked the flow!


Andrew’s guest request song was Thirteen Silver Dollars 
by Colter Wall, a young singer songwriter from Saskatchewan. Ken did this solo but I can 
definitely predict this will become a band classic. The Hughes and Kettner Ampman Classic 
was the gear introduced this week. And the new Whiskey Wednesday shirts have arrived!


Ken’s standup comedy act was in full force tonight from sharing his uncomfortable trip to the 
legion to see the Ireland Brothers; to talking about records and forgetting there was an 
audience watching; to reminiscing about Andrew and Fisher staging a fake fight; to recalling a 
memory of exchanging a mixed cassette tape for a beret with Andrew’s brother Geoff. 


Episode 21 - Wednesday, May 25  
Tonight's show finally got started after Ken’s three minute rant on misplacing his capos and 
guitar picks. He found one and the Show began. Tonight's guest was Matt Mays with a quick 
appearance from Ken’s sister Christine. This interview was again divided into two parts. 

The Hughes and Kettner Ampman Classic was featured again this week. 


A few musical highlights this evening. Goats pulled out an old original song All Because Of You. 

As predicted, the trio did Colter Wall's Thirteen Silver Dollars, Andrews guest request from last 
week. It is really turning into a “Goat” classic. Just need to add Steve's drums. From the All 

Together Now album Don't Think Twice by Bob Dylan 
was played “twice.” Once live with the trio and second 
at the end of the Show when the video for this song, 
which was partnered with Tim Lee’s artwork, was 
shown. No guest request song needed instead we had 
the pleasure of enjoying California Time and Station 
Out Of Range by Matt Mays. 




whatta ya at??? 

Episode 18 - Wednesday, May 4  
Tonight’s guest was Sammy Kohn, Watchmen drummer aka Rock and Roll Realtor (in only Ken 
fashion). I am going to break down the interview into four segments. 


Sammy explained what he's been doing, “… when the band was officially not part of my life… 
do I continue being a drummer, find a band, studio work… I made a conscious decision to 
follow a different path, sales positions with different media publications.” He did this for many 

years and then took the skills he learned into his present 
career of helping people buy and sell homes.


Ken and Sammy reflected on how the Watchmen continue to 
be able to go out and do shows 30 years in. It was interesting 
listening to the Watchmen’s “rhythm section” talk about their 
unique connection and how they trust that they will “follow 
each other.” I agree Sammy's drums and Ken’s bass work 
well together! Ken summed it up, “I have always been amazed 
at the bridge me, you and Joey create for Danny to stand on.” 


Ken then did a nifty “bridge” into the next topic of conversation… the Beatles. So, so much 
was covered and through it all you could tell Sammy was in his element. They talked a lot 
about the Get Back documentary. It's so interesting to listen to Sammy share his knowledge 
and opinions.  Do you think Ken is Team McCartney or Team Lennon?


The Goats have their own Beetles expert. I did chuckle 
when Ken said, “Mr. Grant is a Beatles fan the way that you 
are, with the difference that he lived through it as a teenager. 
Those songs were in those key years for him. You know 
waiting for albums to come out, and hearing from a friend 
who had the record across town.” A few minutes later 
Sammy blurts out, “first off, he's that old that guy?” 

If you have not watched Get Back yet, you will want to after 
seeing this interview.


Then Sammy completely switched gears and showed the Circle Jerks 

T-shirt he has for Ken from a recent show in Toronto. Ken will have to lose 
some weight as it is a size medium. This lead to a colourful conversation 
about hard-core punk bands and mosh pits. Ken included photos and video 
footage that Sammy took from the concert.


Episode 19 - Wednesday, May 11 
Ken claimed the guest interview with Darryl Hurs would be “all things musical” 
and it was! Darryl is involved with so many things, Ken summed it up, “Darryl is in the business 
of bringing musicians and the industry together.” Darryl expanded on this “… ultimately the 

goal is to help a creator or artist at any level of their 
career… a lot of the discussion with the client is 
figuring out where they are and where they are planning 
to go so that we can figure out the right fit.”


Darryl explained they used to have one in person 
conference but now offer four online conferences 



throughout the year: SCREEN×SCREEN (February) which is music and text and predictions for 
the year; indie101 (May) is about education, like grant writing, producing, songwriting; Music 
Pro Summit (September) is more high level industry discussion about strategy, what do you do 
with the data; and then Indie Week (November) pulls it all together with also a focus on 
international connections. “Our goal is to make the connection online which leads to in 
person.” Every Tuesday they offer a free session and have people tune in from all over the 
world. You should check it out, you may be surprised who you will meet. David Bowie's 
Manager sometimes tunes in from Brazil! You never know who is poking around.


Episode 20 - Wednesday, May 18  
Tonight's interview with Andrew Younghusband was so fun. 

It amazes me week after week Ken interviews such a variety of 
guests who are really just friends. As I mentioned before this 
interview was divided into two parts. We were quickly 
introduced to Iris who in my opinion stole the Show. She really 
was a cute “prop!” The laughs started right away…Ken, “when 
you texted to say you were running late, poopy bum I wasn't 
sure who you were referring to,” Andrew quickly replied, “it 
could have been either one, it's a crapshoot as they call it.” 


They settled in and started sharing stories back-and-forth. A lot to 
cover so I will highlight some special moments. Andrew has too 
many TV credits to name so I suggest just Google or better yet 
watch the interview. Andrew explains in great detail his fascinating 
television history over the years. Often doing two shows at a time 
often being host, writer and producer. We are so proud!


Ken asked, “How does it feel to be having a child at 50?” Andrew 
shared, “Well I don't have anything to compare it to, it feels kind 
of natural and good. I worked so hard and so much, I don't know 
how I would have been able to turn down the jobs I had. I 

wouldn't have been there.” And shared how being a dad has 
shifted his life priorities, “My mojo to grab is gone I'm busy doing this, I'm happy doing this 
(motioning to Iris), there was a period that lasted a decade where I was really proud to be 
working 70 hours a week, I wouldn't be proud doing that anymore.” At 18 he had the dream, at 
35 he embraced and was thrilled to be living his dream.


Viewers were also introduced to Andrew’s two Chihuahuas Thundercat and 
Mowgli. You need to watch the interview to fully appreciate Andrew’s stories 
about the dogs. I do think the best line of the interview was, “If I open a package 
of chips Mowgli will come running, he hears the crinkle and associates it with 
food. If she (Iris) spits up Thundercat comes running because he associates that 
with a good place to lick. Oh all right feeding time.” Of course Ken had to show a 
video of Thundercat licking Iris. Thankfully no spit up was involved.


Andrew has moved back to Newfoundland to New Melbourne a town with less 
than 100 people 2 hours outside of St John's. They are building a new house and 

are enjoying small town living. Our own WW 
viewer Mike Buhler lives literally 
200 meters up the road from 
Andrew who said, “… Mike 
doesn’t grace the door.” 

Watch to find out why not.




Andrew took us on a little tour of his yard 
including his pizza oven built in its own shed. 
Tune in if you want a step-by-step tutorial on 
how to build one. They joked about selling 
pizzas along with Artisanal cheese. It looks 
quite impressive. In case you wondering where 
The Spur bar sign went when they closed down, 

it's at Andrews! It made the perfect background “set” for the interview. And some old bar 
stories were shared. This lead to Andrew explaining his thoughts around his own alcohol use. 

If you need a self-help book he has a few to recommend.


Andrew does not like the word retirement but, “I haven't 
worked for three years and I am in my 50s so maybe I am 
retired.” Not to worry if the right job comes around he may 
consider it. Plus they are keeping their options open maybe 
purchasing a church for new creative opportunities.


In the following “Setlist” section 

you will be introduced to 
Andrew’s partner Kate Domina 
and her stunning art. 


As Ken said, “Thank you Andrew 
for sharing your family with us!”


Episode 21 Wednesday, May 25  
Again another interesting and different interview this 
time with Matt Mays, a singer songwriter from Nova 
Scotia, who also happens to live with Ken's sister 
Christine on a farm with alpacas. Fascinating to 
listen to two accomplished musicians chatting about 
recording and the music industry. Let's get started, I 
am enjoying summarizing these interviews.


It sort of felt like Ken was throwing me under the bus at the start of this interview. You be the 
judge. Ken, “My wife, I've got my record collection downstairs and thank you for sending me all 
the records a few months back… every now and again I will throw Dog City on and she always 
says who is this? I say this is Matt, this doesn't sound like Matt, no this is the album that he did 
during Covid, this is the weird album, that's what I keep calling it.” For the record I have never 
called it weird, it's fantastic with a great background story. I do smile every time it's played.


Matt explained that during the first Covid lockdown, “I think I was in a state of shock, I was 
taking Ruby our dog to the park every day, I had this new feeling of anxiety… I had this 
lightning bolt idea to do a record through the eyes of a dog. I think I wanted to do that because 
I didn't want to be in my own mind anymore. I was super inspired.” 


Matt went on to explain life as a musician during Covid. He was finding it difficult to record 
music so he built himself a “dudio” inside an AK-47 case he bought 
on Amazon. He has his computer, converter, microphone, even lights, 
he closes it up to carry around. Thinking Matt should copyright this!




Ken and Matt talked about changes in the music industry. 

Ken asked, “Have you adapted to the concept of creation as 
you go… exposing the audience to ‘singles’.” Matt likes every 
aspect from writing an album that takes a full year to projects 
that are “off the beaten track” that he wants to get out there.


The boys went on an interesting deep dive 
discussion on the what Ken called the “magic of 
mastering.” They both praise Noah Mintz from 
Lacquer Studios. Ken, “Give him (Noah) something 
that is less produced and it comes back sounding 
better. Mastering, people don't understand, they 
think it is a loudness meter. When you get into the 
dark arts of mastering with people like Noah, they 
know what they're doing, so much better than a 
plug-in.” Matt, “When you send a 

mastering engineer something that is not squashed to the gills, they get more 
invested in the project. They have some thing to do now. ” Ken summarized with 
an analogy, “You have got this painting that you want to varnish but you are not 
a professional varnisher. If you are going to send it to a professional varnisher 
don't put shitty varnish on first because they can't really take that off. That's the 
problem, musicians will jam a compressor or spat special enhancer, and then all 
of a sudden nothing left for mastering.” Many more details in the interview.


Ken asked, “What are you doing nowadays?” Musically, Matt has a few duo 
shows with Adam Baldwin, another singer songwriter, planned over the summer 
at wineries. The band is still doing full rock 'n' roll shows, and just did a couple of dates at 
Lee’s Palace in Toronto. “I'm working on a new record now, letting this next record decide what 
my new full band show is going to look like.”


Away from music (sort of) Matt and Christine have a lot of exciting things 
going on! They have moved out of Toronto and are enjoying farm life with 
their five alpacas. They do have big plans for their barn. All winter they have 
been renovating the bottom floor into a studio. Upstairs in the big barn they 
plan on doing small intimate performances and events. 


It really sounds like Matt is settling in to farm life and reflects on 
this, “For a long time I didn't have an anchor, no home, it was 
conducive to songwriting. Now when I go out to know that I have 
this here, a home-base, the dog, the alpacas.”


On that topic, alpacas need to be sheared once a year. Matt explained, “We were 

out in the barn, it was chaos, putting all this alpaca fiber into garbage bags, she 
(Christine) stops and looks at me and says WTF are we doing right now… it was just 
one of those moments, everybody thinks we are crazy for being out here…”


At the end of the interview Christine popped her head around the corner 
to say hi. She of course was taking care of the alpacas and deciding 

whether she was going to put a 
vegetable garden in this year. So nice 

to see her smiling face!


They are hoping to visit over the summer 
and I'm sure Ken will take video to share.




The Whiskey Wednesday Show Setlists 
 

Episode 18 - Wednesday, May 4  
Ken mentioned tonight on the Show that on Monday we had 
excitement “Under The Studio.” March of Dimes in partnership with 
Telus offers a program called Tech for Good. This mentoring program 
gave me the tools to be able to use technology to reflect, share and 
build a community around me. As you may know, I create and write 
this newsletter entirely using my phone’s accessibility features. 
Technology has given me a voice and a sense of purpose. 


I was asked to share my thoughts in a video, the 
plan…. “In brief – the video highlights a bit of a 
client’s story, what brought them to Tech for Good, 
and how the recommended assistive technologies 
made an impact in their lives.”


Photo Left - 9:15am waiting for the crew to arrive, 
before hair and make up, you will see an after 
photo later in the newsletter


A crew of 5 (producer, videographer, 
photographer, assistant, stylist) flew out from 
Vancouver to film the video. I felt special and 
pampered all day.


After the main interviews with myself, 
Ken and I and then Ken on his own, 
they did b-roll footage. Viewers might 
be interested to know they filmed 
Ken singing Waste Your Time, the 
song he wrote for me, with his guitar 
on the couch.


I even made an impromptu flower 
arrangement while in my bed all 
while being videotaped and 
photographed.


I had a fantastic 
day and I really 
tried to stay in the 
moment and enjoy 
the experience. 

So did Jack!




Episode 19 - Wednesday, May 11 
Ken‘s birthday was on Saturday, May 
7th and with all the Goats having a 
birthday in May I decided to organize a 
band birthday dinner. 


I only decided this last Thursday. 

I had 48 hours to get this organized.

I know I can do it: messaged Antonia’s, 

food ordered; searched Amazon, theme decided and decorations 
ordered; invitation made, sent out, guest list finalized. Steve was 
invited, however his daughter Jolene shares 
the same birthday so he graciously declined. 
We can't wait to welcome Steve back. I miss 
our little “check-ins” downstairs after the 
Show and I'm sure he's missing our after-
show treats!


Talking about food, dinner was amazing. We 
had Tuscan chicken, highly recommend. Great 
company and after dinner they sat around and 
listened to records.



At one point Ken did come 
over to me (in bed around the 
corner) and say I'm having a 
really good time. He also gave 
me credit when at midnight he 
went to the cupboard to get 
three bags of chips which I 

told him to buy for this specific reason. Not bad for 
organizing a birthday party from my bed!


Sunday Sing-Along, May 15 
On this Sunday as I am enjoying the Whiskey 
Wednesday Pastor Ken Show I am being reflective and 
grateful for Barry. He has become an invaluable part of 
the Goats team. 


From controlling switcher, to mixing the show, to helping set up gear before and after shows; 
we can now call him a PA (production assistant) too. I will explain. Ken is free-flowing with his 
thoughts throughout the show. When I know it's getting near the end of the show and he hasn't 
mentioned some key points- or- when he says something usually enticing and gets distracted 
and forgets to come back to it. Regulars will totally understand. This happens quite often. 



I have a new system. I now text Barry what to tell Ken. He is acting like an 
old-fashioned cue card. I have not ruled out getting Barry a wipe off board. 

And yes for the record on Wednesday’s Show, Ep. 19,

I was yelling from downstairs “You forgot about the 
contest! You forgot about the contest!”


Photo Left-Mr. Grant's birthday fell on a Monday so 
before rehearsal we enjoyed a birthday ice cream cake.




Episode 20 - Wednesday, May 18  
Viewers were introduced to Andrew’s partner 
Kate Domina. He described their whirlwind 
romance, “We met days before Covid began, 
ran away and hid at my cottage in Ontario. 

We started living together immediately, literally we knew each other 
for a couple of weeks before we were living in isolation 
together.” And have been together every day since! 


Kate is a full-time artist, focusing on her fine art and 
supporting the galleries that rep her. She also does 

commission work, Andrew explained, “people pay her to paint, in 
her style portraits of their family kids usually. They weren't perfect 
representations of the kids. They were representations of the kids in 
her kind of weird fantastical style.”


Andrew casually mentioned they were working on another one 

(a baby) so Ken quickly jumped to, “working on another one, are 
you guys just practicing or are you actually taking shots at the net.” 
Andrew than moved closer to the camera and whispered, 

“We think she is pregnant now, you are not supposed to say until you are after 
your first trimester.” Ken, “OK so do I just edit this out or just 


keep it as a whisper.” Andrew, “Keep it at a whisper.” 


Andrew then went on to explain Kate’s eye-opening take 

on this. Why do women have to wait until after the first 
trimester? Andrew, “She feels probably an idea created 

by men so women can suffer in silence. If she is going to 
miscarry, shouldn't she have a group of friends who all have 
that same knowledge of what she is going through… 

why keep that secret?” I agree 100%




I can't wait to meet Kate, Iris and her baby brother or sister!


Episode 21 Wednesday, May 25  
On Monday, May 30th Steve's wife Kim, organized a surprise car 
parade to drive by their house in celebration of Steve finishing his 
cancer treatment. 


Steve called here after to thank us for 
participating and said, “I can't believe they did 
a parade for me, I love small-town living!”




We can't wait to 
see you back 
behind the drums!




Gear Talk… 

Episode 18 - Wednesday, May 4  
The Epiphone Emperor Swingster is a 

cool looking and extremely playable 

hollow body guitar.  Awesome tremolo 

and groovy pickups.





Episode 19 - Wednesday, May 11 
The GK Plex is a bass guitar 

powerhouse.  Featuring huge EQ 
possibilities, selectable GK models, 

a compressor, distortion channel, a 

tuner and of course a solid DI 
section.


Episode 20 - Wednesday, May 18 & Episode 21 - Wednesday, May 25  
The Hughes And Kettner - AmpMan 
Classic was featured for two weeks. 
On the second Wednesday, May 25th 
when Barry played the Gear Talk video 
I thought I was having déjà vu. It was 
the same video as the previous week. 

I thought he accidentally played the 
same video again. Apparently he 
planned to cover this amp over two 
weeks. Explaining just in case anybody 
else felt the same way.


Back to Ken…

After two weeks of using this rig I can’t 
imagine lugging a 60lb amp to a gig 
again. This small box is a complete 
amp replacement solution and sounds 
incredible. For the next two weeks I will 
switch to the AmpMan Modern to see the difference.




Life Under the Studio 
Spring is a lovely reminder of how beautiful  

change can truly be! 
I thought Spring Flowers would be joyful, hopeful and 
the most appropriate theme for me. I do love flowers!


Ken took this photo at 4:08pm as 
the crew were pulling out of the 
driveway. After six hours of filming 
I think I look pretty refreshed. 
Thanks to the stylist for the make 
up and hair. You have to 
agree my eyebrows look 
fabulous and my outfit 
matches perfectly! Fun 
fact, I have not bought 
clothes in three years so 
Ken went to Zazu, a 
women's clothing store 
in town and FaceTimed 
me so I could pick the 
perfect outfit!




From Ken's Record Collection  

Ken rediscovered his love of vinyl during Covid. 
Listening to records is an escape for Ken. One of his 
favourite things to do is to spend hours in a record 
store browsing through and finding that special gem. 

We have decided to add a new feature to the newsletter. 
Each month he will highlight a couple of his favourite 
albums from his past or a new discovery.


I first came across The Infamous Stringdusters at 
IBMA (International Bluegrass Music Association) 

about 5 years ago. They were a big part of my 
awakening to Bluegrass and its many forms. This 

record is special to me as it covers a lot of the same 
ground and similar concept from All Together Now. 

Find some of your favourite covers done bluegrass 

style here on this album Undercover. 



Sneak Peek 
Wednesday, June 1 - Goat Gathering  
A laid back evening learning more about the Goat’s, come prepared with questions

Guests: Mr. Grant and Neil Lucy (Goats bass and rhythm guitar players)


Wednesday, June 8 - Reno Reveal 
The bathroom renovation is wrapping up, we will have a photo collage

Guest: Ben Caplan (Halifax, NS)


Wednesday, June 15 - Recap our Trip to Toronto 
Ken and Allison are heading to Toronto for the Watchmen shows

Guest: Ron Hawkins (The Lowest Of The Low)


Wednesday, June 22 -Guest Request Night  
The Goats are going to do a full evening of Guest Request Songs

Guest: Sarah Calhoun (Red Ants Pants) 


Wednesday, June 29 - Contest Giveaway  
Guest: Mike Turner (Our Lady Peace)

 

Contest Giveaway  
We will be giving away one new Whiskey Wednesday T-shirt, 
winners choice!

How do you win? Tune in Wednesday, June 29th and Ken will 
have a trivia question.


And there will be no negotiating of prizes, lol, you'll have to 
watch Episode 19 viewer comments to find out why.                   


Yabba Dabba Do!  
See you at the next Whiskey Wednesday Show


